THE ROMULUS LINNEY COURTYARD THEATRE

THEATER SPECIFICATIONS

Seating Capacity:
- 199-250, depending on stage configuration.
- Single row of seats on 2nd Floor mezzanine.
- There are three standard stage/seating configurations. Flexibility of chair layout within those configurations, and additional stage configurations, can be discussed.

Stage Dimensions:
- Thrust 30' W x 30' D
- Alley 18' W x 24' 2-1/4" D
- End Stage 30' W x 24' D

Stage Floor: 3' x 6' removable Wenger platforms

Grid Structure: Dead hung pipe grid - 17' H, 4' spacing

Backstage Facilities (long-term rentals)
- Two ADA-compliant dressing rooms included accommodating 4 people each. Rooms are equipped with mirrors, a sink, a wardrobe rack, one Equity cot, audio stage monitors, and shower/toilet in the room. Additional rooms available to rent.
- Shared green room available equipped with a fridge, sink, microwave, casual seating and video monitors.
- Wardrobe room included with two washer/dryer units.

EQUIPMENT INCLUDED:

Lighting: ETC Ion console with remote fader wing
Lighting package with approx. 180 fixtures.

Sound: Allen & Heath console
Six Meyer cabinets with flexible positioning
Mac Pro Q Lab computer and CD playback
** Subject to availability, there may be additional lighting and sound equipment, and accessories available for rental **

Com: Riedel clear-com system
Stage Management Control Console

Monitors: Video feed in booth, lobby, and green room
Audio feed to backstage, dressing rooms, and FOH
Infrared Listening System

Stage: 12 Masking Panels - 14' H x 8' W, Black

Other: Assorted ladders, scaffolding, and Genie
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